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NFL Draft 2015 Scouting Report: QB Jameis Winston, 

Florida State 

*Our QB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available.  

 

This is the second season in which I have done tape study of Jameis Winston, along with looking at his 

performance data—and I still am shocked that people are so high on his NFL prospects. This is a 

different version of Johnny Manziel all over again—a player hyped way too much by ESPN (using that 

generically for all football media), and the football sheep just fall right in line…again. 

With his 2013 season, I looked at his stellar numbers, and then watched the tape—and it made no 

sense. How could a QB who looks so shaky have such off the chart numbers? Many times on tape, in 

2013, I was shocked by how many near-miss/shoulda been picked throws Winston made…but got away 

with. Honestly, how he did not have 3-4-5 interceptions in the National Championship against Auburn…I 

have no idea (he wound up with none). I left 2013 disgusted with what I saw, but also kept a door 

open—after all, he was just a freshman, and in that context, he had a terrific year. 

In 2014, the Jameis Winston I thought I saw in 2013 came home to roost: 18 picks in 13 games. Take 

away their FCS cupcake game (vs. Citadel), and it was 18 picks in 12 games this season. The best QB 

prospect in all college football had 1.5 interceptions per game and won seven of 12 games by less than a 

score…in mostly comeback, surreal fashion. Many point to all the comeback wins as a sign of pending 

NFL greatness—when you are scrambling to beat ‘non’ or barely bowl eligible teams from the ACC…why 

is that a sign of greatness? If Winston is so great, he should be whacking inferior opponents with his 

superior weaponry. 

Winston did not crush opponents in 2014 because he is a very flawed QB. He is not a joke by any means. 

He has a true gift for throwing the ball on-the-money to receivers. His ball placement is excellent…at-

times. All the natural gifts are wiped out because Winston plays out of control quite a bit—he is an 

uncoachable, likely future NFL-suspended, arrogant, and complacent QB. He is mistake-prone and 

doesn’t care. 

Winston is like a natural, wonderful college basketball medium range to deep jump shooter with a poor 

work ethic. For his entire life, he could roll out of bed, no serious practice/work, and drain 

threes/scoring 15-20+ a night. Relying on his natural gift, this fictitious great college shooter never 

develops any other part of his game, so as the competition gets bigger and better…he starts struggling. 

Because there are times when it looks so beautiful, and he gets on a roll… he gets a ‘pass’ from coaches 

and fans when he flops in bigger spots. In the end, he’s just a one-dimensional, selfish, flawed shooter 

who ‘wants his’. That’s Jameis Winston to me—an arrogant, undisciplined player, who is vastly 
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overrated because he has one superior natural gift (ball placement), one gift which is only a single 

component of the overall ‘toolbox’ needed. 

If a QB makes a truly brilliant throw (mechanically smooth, and ball placed properly on time), or two, 

followed by a horrific decision, poor mechanical throw off his back foot…leading to a stalled drive or 

turnover…if one out of three, one out of five throws is a disaster—then how long will that QB survive in 

the NFL? Not long…ask Jay Cutler. 

For every solid throw you pull up on tape, I can pull one up where Winston does what I pointed out last 

season (2013) and is true in his final season—under any pressure, he spreads his feet extra-wide, and 

throws fading backwards with all arm. He can get away with that against Maryland, Syracuse, and 

Bethune Cookman—he’s not going to in the NFL. 

You might think I dislike Winston because of the character concerns, and that I am retro-fitting my 

scouting to mesh with not wanting to like him (I’ll get to the character stuff in a moment). I think that 

line of thinking is exactly what is conning most every football analyst discussing Winston’s NFL 

prospects. Most likely, the person in this scouting/media equation being conned the most—is you. 

Football analysts think Winston is a great prospect, if not for the off-field stuff…so they beat that drum 

to death. It’s a flawed premise, because he’s not that great a QB to begin with. 

Last year, we were treated to: “Johnny Manziel is the greatest, but man those gosh darn character flaws 

that he needs to ‘clean up’.” Guess what? It wasn’t just a character issue—Manziel was not a great NFL 

QB prospect either. If you looked closely past the ESPN hype, past the endless loop of cool looking plays 

(and they were cool), past the George Whitfield media campaign of spin (the guy’s a PT Barnum genius), 

and you just watched the 2012-2013 tape—you would see ‘nothing’ next-level with Manziel. A crazy-

legged, diminutive, scrambling QB who was playing ‘streetball’…and ‘streetball’ QBs do not translate 

well to today’s NFL. The public argument was always about Manziel’s off-field stuff or size, and it was 

just a given that he was a superior football talent by every man, woman, and child in the football 

analysis game (except me). 

Manziel wasn’t a superior football talent for the NFL—he was a scripted WWE/WWF caricature created 

to get eyeballs watching college football…to get the water cooler talk going (are there still water 

coolers…and do people talk at them?)…to get ratings. I don’t blame ESPN, that’s their job. It is the 

scouts’ and analysts’ job to debunk the hysteria with superior scouting, and not just parroting everyone 

else. Whoops, sorry. You saw Manziel in the NFL preseason and regular-season…is there any doubt he’s 

not just ‘NOT ready’, it’s that he will NEVER be ready—and that he is awful at the NFL-level? Good Lord, 

a team took him in the first-round, and a year later is discussing cutting him. Who will hold all the 

football analysts responsible? No one. Because they are not held responsible, and here they all come to 

push Jameis Winston. 

Winston is a different type of QB than Manziel, so football media people conning you have their own 

self-delusion that ‘this time is different’. Manziel was too small, too much of a runner…that’s why he 
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failed. However, Winston is bigger, and a pocket passer…and he is a winner—just look at the stats and 

winning track record! 

Why can’t I use all that same logic with A.J. McCarron? 

Why wasn’t A.J. McCarron debated as a #1 pick last year, like Winston is today? Because Alabama 

doesn’t need hype from ESPN for you to watch them…or hate/love them. It’s Alabama. RG3 hype made 

Baylor games relevant. Johnny Manziel hype made you actually want to watch a Texas A&M 

game. Jameis Winston hype brought back a faded interest in FSU. They were ‘TV Show’ stars created 

and packaged—and shoved down your throat. 

Why wasn’t A.J. McCarron shaped for us? Because he’s not as cool, and they didn’t need him to push 

the Alabama product off the shelves. 

I tell you what Winston is—a traditional pocket passer with good-great college numbers, and he won a 

ton of games. You could have same argument for A.J. McCarron…except Winston is a possible #1 pick 

today, and I’ll bet most of you don’t remember which team drafted A.J. McCarron last year or know if 

he is still in the NFL or not. Lambs being led to slaughter…over and over… 

A.J. McCarron was every bit as technically, mechanically gifted a pocket passer as Jameis Winston. 

There is not one major pro or con in a discussion/debate between them that is not true about both of 

them as prospects coming out of college… 

 -- Winston is a winner! 

Winston was 26-1 with a national title. McCarron 24-3. Winston won 25 in a row, McCarron won 28 of 

29 at one stretch in his career. Both won a national championship. You can’t tell me Winston is more of 

a ‘winner’ than McCarron. 

 -- McCarron was surrounded by great talent and coaching at Alabama! 

Really, and how much better is Florida State than every team in the ACC? Would it not be more difficult 

to succeed as a Superpower in the SEC than in the ACC? 

 -- Winston was super accurate! 

Yes, a 66% Comp. Pct. for his career…and McCarron was a 67% passer in college. 

 -- Winston threw for a ton of TDs! 

He did…65 in his two seasons, and 2.4 per game. McCarron threw for 58 TDs (2.1 per game) in his final 

two seasons—for primarily a running team, and against mostly SEC foes. 

 -- Winston has a cannon for an arm! 
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Go watch the tape—McCarron has a great arm with a quicker release…much better mechanics than 

Winston. 

 -- Winston is more mobile! 

(A) Who cares about mobility in the NFL? Mobile QBs are mostly awful passers in the NFL! (B) Winston 

ran for all of 65 yards and 4 TDs this past season. Wow, how exciting! He runs like a slightly overweight 

fullback. Winston is not running any more effectively than Josh Freeman did in the NFL. 

I can tell you where Winston-McCarron are different: McCarron is nowhere near the turnover machine 

Winston is. Winston threw 28 picks in 27 career games, and McCarron about half of that (15 INTs) in 40+ 

game appearances/almost 200+ more throws in his career. 

Oh, yeah—another difference: I’m guessing McCarron has a very low probability to wind up in prison 

within the next five years…Winston’s maybe, whaddya say…50-50? 

I’m not advocating McCarron was mistakenly overlooked in the draft, go read our 2014 scouting report. 

I’m just saying your perception on Winston is being shaped by the media echo chamber that loves a 

lightning rod story (one they helped create). There is no other reason for you to be bananas over 

Winston but could have cared less about McCarron—it is all perception shaped by media pushes. 

Don’t get ‘Manziel’d’ by the mainstream again in 2015. 

Don’t be like “Highlight watching fan who thinks people that are highly paid to talk about football are 

genetically superior in football scouting” Rob Lowe—I’m not sure if that commercial aired in your market 

yet or not. 

Character concerns going forward with Winston? 

Are you kidding me? 

Is there any top prospect who has entered the NFL with more character red-flags than Jameis Winston? 

This isn’t ‘tested positive for pot at the NFL Combine’. This isn’t “Johnny Manziel’s a jerk who would 

rather party than hone his craft.” This is allegations of rape/sexual misconduct (multiple), shoplifting, 

demeaning women in a public, crass way, the alleged autograph violations, etc.—all this despite 

knowing he is a highly public figure. These are just the things we know…not the ones that were better 

covered up from our eyes. There are no ‘boundaries’ with Winston. 

What do you think a team is going to hand him millions of dollars, and that will make him settle down 

with a nice girl and mature? He gets away with everything and has for years. Why would he change his 

character now? 

The NFL team that invites this player into their organization with a high draft pick should immediately 

have all the people responsible for the pick fired, and the NFL owner should be forced to sell the team 

(like they should have in Cleveland last year with Manziel). An NFL team is absolutely without a soul if 
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they stuff big money in this guy’s pocket and pass him off as a reason to buy season tickets and jerseys. 

It’s wrong off the field…and it’s wrong on the field. It’s just not all about character here, but the 

character issue is massive. 

  

Jameis Winston, Through the Lens of Our QB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

A taller Matt Barkley is a possible comparison. 

Jeff Matthews is a boring, lesser-known comparison, but he has a great touch throwing down field like 

Winston…sans thousands of hours of media exposure like Winston. 

The computer sees a gaggle of pocket passers who are mostly NFL-worthy, and could have NFL 

moments, but they come with flaws—on-field flaws not seen (or ignored) as they entered the draft. 

Matt Barkley was considered a #1 overall pick at one point in his career, and even in January of his draft 

year (spoiler alert, he didn’t go #1…or close to it). Ditto for Ryan Mallett, but then the character stuff did 

him in. Zach Mettenberger was considered 1st-round material, and then tore his ACL…and has his off-

field issues. Jamarcus Russell, well, you know. Did you know he completed 67% of his passes in college 

his final season? Russell had a great arm and was a ‘winner’ with off-field issues…including weight. 

You’ve seen Jameis Winston, right…not svelte. 

Troubling, troubling comparisons from the computer. 

 

The Historical QB Prospects to Whom Jameis Winston Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

The draft trials and tribulations of Jameis Winston in 2015 are going to be fascinating. You would think 

after the mainstream getting burned by Johnny Manziel last year, that they would have a big-time 

skepticism of Winston…nope, he in everyone’s top 5-10 right now…some have him at #1. 

I really think many football analysts feel ‘this is different than Manziel’ because Winston plays in a pro 

style system. Look, you can play QB at a high level…or you can’t. There are a million QBs who enter the 

draft from pro systems that no one cares about…why is Winston now the pocket-passing messiah? I 

think because you don’t see it as much in college anymore…now it’s suddenly a novelty. 

NFL analysts used the same logic on why they just knew Kirk Cousins was better than RG3. I’m still 

waiting for a mass apology to fans on the football analysts butchering the Cousins scouting for the past 

two years. 
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In the end, I think Winston will be selected in the top-10 overall, because besides "a sucker being born 

every minute," there is also pure desperation in the NFL for franchise QBs, and Winston has some 

baseline skills to be a plausible NFL QB—his new, delusional NFL employer will hope to “coach ‘em up” 

into being a pro. I guess people can dream…and some NFL team will. 

I would not be shocked if Winston fell all the way out of the 1st-round either. Now that the ‘college 

town superstar’ protection is about to be lifted…we have no idea what stories may come out. Also, the 

whole Johnny Manziel scouting pie to the face should scare analysts too—what if Winston is the next 

glorified college QB to bust all over the franchise? Do analysts want to be linked to a problem child 

again? If Winston starts sliding, like Manziel and Geno Smith did, he may be a hot potato no one wants 

to touch until round-two. 

If I were an NFL GM, I strike him from my draft board because I want nothing to do with that storm 

cloud coming. If I am so desperate for help that I hit that lifeline attempt…I should be fired already. 

Setting the character issues aside, he’s just not that great a QB. Add back the ‘issues’…and this is a total, 

utter mess. I wouldn’t want to even mess with him as a fallen 2nd+ rounder. I’ve got to believe that I 

could do better. 

 

QB 
Grade 

Name Yr College H W Adj. 
Comp. 

Pct. 

Adj. 
Yds per 
Comp 

Adj. 
Pass 

per TD 

Adj. 
Pass 

per INT 

5.58 Winston, Jameis 2015 Florida St 76.0 235 63.7% 13.5 17.3 30.2 

6.79 Mallett, Ryan 2011 Arkansas 78.8 248 60.5% 15.0 16.0 22.8 

5.35 Barkley, Matt 2013 USC 74.1 230 59.7% 13.3 13.1 20.7 

4.03 Mathews, Jeff 2014 Cornell 75.3 225 61.1% 12.9 18.0 29.3 

5.10 Russell, JaMarcus 2007 LSU 77.5 256 60.6% 12.8 28.3 28.3 

7.36 Mettenberger, Z 2014 LSU 76.5 233 63.5% 15.3 19.1 39.0 

6.21 Brohm, Brian 2008 Louisville 74.9 230 63.4% 12.2 20.7 34.9 

4.62 Belton, Clay 2013 Findlay 76.4 230 60.1% 12.2 21.1 36.1 

 

*“Adj” = A view of adjusted college output in our system…adjusted for strength of opponent. 

**A score of 8.5+ is where we see a stronger correlation of QBs going onto become NFL good-to-great. 

A scouting score of 9.5+ is rarefied air—higher potential for becoming great-to-elite. 

QBs scoring 6.0–8.0 are finding more success in the new passing era of the NFL (2014–on). Depending 

upon system and surrounding weapons, a 6.0–8.0 rated QB can do fine in today’s NFL—with the right 

circumstances…but they are not ‘the next Tom Brady’ guys, just NFL-useful guys. 
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2015 NFL Draft Outlook: 

The draft trials and tribulations of Jameis Winston in 2015 are going to be fascinating. You would think 

after the mainstream getting burned by Johnny Manziel last year, that they would have a big-time 

skepticism of Winston…nope, he in everyone’s top 5-10 right now…some have him at #1. 

I really think many football analysts feel ‘this is different than Manziel’ because Winston plays in a pro 

style system. Look, you can play QB at a high level…or you can’t. There are a million QBs who enter the 

draft from pro systems that no one cares about…why is Winston now the pocket-passing messiah? I 

think because you don’t see it as much in college anymore…now it’s suddenly a novelty. 

NFL analysts used the same logic on why they just knew Kirk Cousins was better than RG3. I’m still 

waiting for a mass apology to fans on the football analysts butchering the Cousins scouting for the past 

two years. 

In the end, I think Winston will be selected in the top-10 overall, because besides "a sucker being born 

every minute," there is also pure desperation in the NFL for franchise QBs, and Winston has some 

baseline skills to be a plausible NFL QB—his new, delusional NFL employer will hope to “coach ‘em up” 

into being a pro. I guess people can dream…and some NFL team will. 

I would not be shocked if Winston fell all the way out of the 1st-round either. Now that the ‘college 

town superstar’ protection is about to be lifted…we have no idea what stories may come out. Also, the 

whole Johnny Manziel scouting pie to the face should scare analysts too—what if Winston is the next 

glorified college QB to bust all over the franchise? Do analysts want to be linked to a problem child 

again? If Winston starts sliding, like Manziel and Geno Smith did, he may be a hot potato no one wants 

to touch until round-two. 

If I were an NFL GM, I strike him from my draft board because I want nothing to do with that storm 

cloud coming. If I am so desperate for help that I hit that lifeline attempt…I should be fired already. 

Setting the character issues aside, he’s just not that great a QB. Add back the ‘issues’…and this is a total, 

utter mess. I wouldn’t want to even mess with him as a fallen 2nd+ rounder. I’ve got to believe that I 

could do better. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

He’s going to get a shot at some point, if not incarcerated first. I’m not taking a cheap, potshot there—

that’s a legit issue. If I say to you, “He is turnover prone.” I can show the reasonable data on why I think 

that…and you would find my take legit. If I say, “He has higher odds than most any prospect to end up in 

prison.” Well, we all have even more data to support that hunch. So why would you say, “Well, you don’t 

know what he’s like!” 
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Johnny Manziel got an NFL shot, and had all the fanfare, and it was the biggest disaster I think I’ve ever 

seen on the field. Winston will come in with jacked up expectations, and with heavy fanfare, and he’ll 

likely flop as a QB on the field (maybe not as bad as Manziel). When it happens, the media will do like 

they did with Manziel, forget all the hoopla, and move onto the next story…go chase/create the next ‘it’ 

QB. 

You were initially excited about, and now could care less about Jake Locker, and E.J. Manuel, and Matt 

Barkley, and Geno Smith, and soon Johnny Manziel…it’s likely to happen that way with Winston. I hope 

for his sake it’s all a wakeup call to take things more seriously, because he’s more gifted than any QB 

who I just referenced…but you have to bet the odds, and those odds are that this will not end well. 
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